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Friction, co-operation and technology in the neoliberal university 
Richard Hall, De Montfort University 

  
In the Grundrisse, Marx argued that the circulation of productive capital was “a process of 
transformation, a qualitative process of value”. As capitalists sought to overcome the barriers 
to this transformatory process, they worked to revolutionise both the means of production via 
organisational and technological change, and circulation time via transportation and 
communication changes. Reducing friction in the production and circulation of capital is 
critical to the extraction of surplus value, and Marx argued that in this transformation 
“Capital by its nature drives beyond every spatial barrier [and]… the annihilation of space by 
time - becomes an extraordinary necessity for it.” 
  
Higher education is increasingly a space which is being recalibrated so as to reduce friction 
and thereby to increase the mobility or fluidity of intellectual production and circulation. 
Thus, technology, technical services and techniques are deployed to collapse the interfaces 
between geography, space and time. However, this collapse also reveals the stresses and 
strains of antagonisms, as the friction of neoliberal higher education reform deforms existing 
cultures and histories. It also points to alternatives like those emerging from analyses of the 
Chilean CyberSyn project or the Ecuadorian National Plan for Good Living. 
  
This paper argues that inside the University, the deployment of technologies, technical 
services and techniques enables education to be co-opted as an institutional means for 
production and control. As a result, academics and students are defined as entrepreneurial 
subjects. A question is the extent to which the friction that emerges from this neoliberal 
pedagogic project can be used to describe alternatives, and whether in the process it is 
possible to uncover ways in which education might be used for co-operation rather than 
competition, as a form of resistance. 
 
  



The Million Mask March as a Manifestation of Anonymous'  
Performative Digital Resistance 

William Knight,  
Horizon, University of Nottingham 

 

 
On the 5th of November the contents of the internet poured out onto the streets of London. 
The “Million Mask March” has been reported, simultaneously, as pertaining to austerity, NSA 
surveillance, corporate greed, government oppression and corruption whilst activists at the 
event were also concerned with badger culls, fracking, NHS cuts as well as issues with 
foreign policy, education, the government’s policy on disability and the gender pay gap. 
Whilst the event involved numerous protests in over 450 locations worldwide, the march held 
on a bitterly cold evening in Parliament Square, London was reportedly one of the largest: 
attracting a crowd of well over two thousand protesters. 
 
The figureheads of the protest were the purportedly leaderless hacktivist group known as 
“Anonymous” – a nebulous collective of global activists originally brought together to protest 
censorship and internet right issues which, since 2008, have branched out their interests into a 
number of perceived injustices stretching from actions of the Church of Scientology to the 
events of the Middle Eastern Arab Spring.   
 
This paper will focus upon the concept of identity performance as resistance, elements of 
which can be seen in the actions of the Anonymous collective and, consequently, how the 
Million Mask March manifested features of this performative digital resistance in the real 
world. 
 
  



Fictive-Friction: Cyberpunk Reprised 
Rob Coley, Dean Lockwood and Alberto Micali  

School of Media, University of Lincoln 
 
 
This paper deals with the friction between fiction and technology, specifically the 
accelerationist energies of eighties cyberpunk as an instance of fiction as ‘low theory’ (Wark), 
theory which plays in the margins, untimely and speculative. Cyberpunk brushed the 
emergent technocapitalist control society against the grain, serving the fabulatory function of 
a visionary falsification of Californian ideology. It explored the condition of the technological 
nonconscious, the invasiveness of the ubiquitous bodily implant. In this, it elaborated the 
lessons of luminaries, Ballard and Burroughs. Ballard’s ‘novel’, The Atrocity Exhibition, 
imagined the erotic, visceral and inner devoured by a voracious mediasphere, rendering 
humans as affectless drifting mannequins. His protagonist(s) took flight to schizophrenia, 
extracting himself from media fictions of all kinds through the manipulation of events as 
hallucinations of another reality. Burroughs, for his part, described a frictionless 
pharmacological mode of control jacked directly into the nervous system, an addictive 
fabulatory power maintained through a general dependency on reality-producing patterns. In 
the wake of these nightmare fictions, the cyberpunk of Gibson and others gave us the hacker, 
a probe-head for non-capitalist, non-human futures. Today, however, it seems all too evident 
that technocapitalism has pre-empted such strategies with probe-heads of its own. Some 
commentators call for the persistence of the negative against a compromised accelerationism. 
But maybe we don’t need to jettison cyberpunk and the hacker. Instead, ‘after the future’, 
cyberpunk might be employed in media-archaeological fashion to excavate the historical 
lines between hacking and hacktivism, generating perceptual fissures in the continuity of the 
present. It is through the vigilance of such friction-fiction that we might reverse-engineer the 
pre-emptive fabulations of capital; not now through processes of acceleration but on the basis 
of a collective circuit breaker, an ethical practice that remains non-moral but rejects the line 
of death. We posit the hacker as excommunicant, sounding the depths of dark vectors. 
 
Bio 
Rob Coley and Dean Lockwood are lecturers in the School of Media at the University of 
Lincoln. They are the authors of Cloud Time: The Inception of the Future (Zero, 2012) and 
Photography in the Middle: Dispatches on Media Ecologies and Aesthetics (Punctum, 
forthcoming). Alberto Micali is a PhD candidate in the School of Media. His research focuses 
on hacker culture, activism and media ecological forms of resistance. 
 

 

  



Voting Frictions 
Jeremy Pilcher, University of Leicester 

 
 
The law and online technologies both separately and in combination generate frictions in the 
exercise of the civil duty of voting. In democratic nation-states the sale or transfer of votes is 
stigmatized. Laws seek to exclude market forces from elections and criminalize the 
commodification and alienation of an individual’s right to vote. The opprobrium that attaches 
to such practices was illustrated by the legal proceedings brought to close down Voteauction, 
which was a website that purported to allow individuals to buy and sell their votes in the 
United States’ Presidential election of 2000. It was not accepted as a political prank critiquing 
legal campaign contributions, which would have been protected under the First Amendment. 
However, ultimately it was the denial of domain name registration that stopped Voteauction. 
Its creators, ubermorgen, subsequently declared it corporate legal art. More legally 
problematic were web sites set up to enable vote swapping in the same election. The aim of 
these sites was to enable Ralph Nader supporters, who lived for example in a state in which 
Bush might win, to swap votes with Gore supporters in a state in which a Republican victory 
was almost certain. Although a number of States declared the sites to be illegal, in 2007 a 
federal appeals court eventually decided, "the websites' vote-swapping mechanisms as well as 
the communication and vote swaps they enabled were constitutionally protected". This paper 
will explore the ways in which the law and technology generate frictions, which are both 
inhibitory and empowering. 
  



Prediction as Production:  
Social media, Financial Algorithms,  

and The Case of The @AP Twitter Hack 
Tero Karppi, University of Turku 

 
 
A tweet “@AP: Breaking: Two Explosions in the White House and Barack Obama is injured” 
sent from a hacked Associated Press Twitter account caused a financial flash crash wiping out 
$136.5bn of the S&P 500 index’s value. In this paper co-authored by Tero Karppi (University 
of Turku) and Kate Crawford (MSR), the current interrelation of two algorithmic systems, 
Twitter and financial markets, will be examined by following the traces left by the 
aforementioned event. Building on Gabriel Tarde’s (2000) affective construction of the social, 
the paper begins to answer to a demand by Neil Johnson et al. (2013) that interrelated 
ultrafast systems operating beyond human response time need a new scientific theory. The 
paper propose that analyzing frictions such as the AP hack crash we can begin to understand 
how novel computational processes and data approaches are currently defining and 
determining the course of our culture. 
  



Obfuscation for DIY Privacy and Surveillance Circumvention 
Daniel C. Howe, School of Creative Media,  

City University, Hong Kong 
 
 
Data collection, aggregation, and mining have dramatically changed the nature of 
contemporary surveillance. Refusal is not a practical option, as data collection is an inherent 
condition of many essential societal transactions. In this talk we discuss one response to this 
type of everyday surveillance, a tactic called obfuscation. Obfuscation can be defined as the 
strategy of producing misleading, false, or ambiguous data with the intention of confusing 
and/or inhibiting an adversary. Because obfuscation is relatively flexible in its use by average 
citizens as well as by experts, it holds promise as a strategy for DIY privacy and 
security. This talk presents a brief overview of obfuscation as political theory, 
including contemporary and historical examples, then focuses on two recent systems that 
address data-collection: TrackMeNot, the popular browser add-on that shields searchers from 
surveillance and data profiling, and the new Ad-Nauseam, which similarly targets advertising 
networks that track users across the web. The talk concludes with a consideration of the 
ethics of obfuscation as representative of a class of strategies whereby weaker parties can 
both protect against and confront stronger adversaries. 
 
Bio 
Daniel C. Howe is an artist, writer, software hacker and educator, whose work focuses on 
networked systems for image, sound and text, and on the social and political implications 
of computational technologies. He has a Ph.D. in computer science and an MFA in interactive 
media and digital literature. He currently lives in Hong Kong. 
 
  



Counter-commodification:  
The Economy of Contribution in the Digital Commons 

Andreas Wittel, Nottingham Trent University 
 
 
This is a contribution about digital production and the crisis of capitalism. It is about 
production in the digital commons and its implications for the building of alternatives to a 
commodified world. As digital production is at the very heart of cognitive capitalism, the 
digital commons is not just any other disruption of the process of commodification. This is 
the field of a fierce struggle over the future of the Internet and the future of capitalism itself. 
It is potentially the moment which moves back the frontiers of measurement, value and 
quantification towards qualities, values and an expansion of the gift economy. For this 
potential to unfold, it is vital that those who are giving, sharing, and contributing for the 
benefit of humanity are supported by global policies that enable them to do so. They have to 
be supported because their gifts are not based on reciprocity and the obligation to return the 
gift. This is an argument about the future of digital labour. The paper concludes that this 
could be achieved through a global basic income scheme. 
 
  



Friction and Flow:  
Coercive Mobilities and the Origins of  

American Mass Deportation 
Ethan Blue, University of Western Australia 

 
 
At the turn of the twentieth century, the US federal government seized on rail technologies to 
achieve economies of scale, and anti-immigrant restrictionists' attempted to make their 
dreams of eugenic cleansing a reality.  Mass deportation, imagined but unrealized since the 
1882 Chinese Exclusion Act, became feasible.  While the deportation state sought a seamless 
flow of removal, it was an imperfect system.  Moving from the scale of the body, to the train 
car, to the nation, paper critically braids the sociological and historical dyads of 
domination/resistance,and structure/agency with the concepts of friction/flow for new 
insights into the history of American state formation and the experience of coercive mobility. 

 

  



Virtuous War and UAVs:   
The inhibition of the Friction and the trivialization of violence 

Alcides Eduardo dos Reis Peron, Lancaster University 
 
 
The Revolution in Military Affairs in the 80s and 90s was a watershed in the conduct of US 
military operations and military technology. All operations, in order to combat the terrorism 
as an atomized menace, were figured as surgical actions enabled by the use of several types 
of visually-mediated technologies and remote control interfaces, such as stand-off weapons 
including Unmanned Aerial Systems, or Drones. It is possible to consider valid, at this point, 
the argumentation of der Derian (2008) that the US military operations are going “virtuous” – 
a process in which the virtual mediation of military technologies results in a reorganization of 
the way that violence is actualized, and in a legitimization of the way it is promoted: 
supposedly clean and “tragedy-free”. This presentation seeks to understand, through the 
debate between Pierre Lévy on the virtual and Jean Baudrillard on simulacra and hyper-real, 
in what ways technologies in the context of the “Virtuous War” have led to the reframing, or 
destruction, of the sense of real, contributing to the trivialization of violence and the 
reduction of the friction effect in the combat. In this case, supported by Clausewitz’s 
definition on friction, through which all abrasion, constraints and risks of the conflict, act in 
order to reduce the efficiency and the moral of the combatants, driving the conflict to a 
“natural” end, it is possible to argue that the “Virtuous War” not only inhibits the friction 
through the distancing, but also alters the way the violence is perceived. 
  



Videologies of Anonymous:  
Historical Materialism and the Organic Internet 

Adam Fish, Lancaster University 
 
  
The internet activist collective Anonymous produce and post to YouTube tens of thousands of 
videos which are linked to ornate transmedia operations that address everything from mass 
surveillance to worldwide political revolution. These ominous mash-ups and their didactic 
narratives borrow inspirations from Soviet dialectic montage theory and the concept of 
organicism. Dialectic organicism is a discourse that describes phenomena in teleological and 
biological metaphors. It posits that media technologies are historically and “naturally” 
capable of producing political subjects. Longitudinal interviews with 15 Anonymous video 
producers, quantitative analysis of thousands of YouTube videos, and textual readings of 
specific videos make evident how Anonymous video producers frame the present threats to 
the internet in sociobiological survivalist terms and the collective’s agonistic struggles for 
internet freedom as historically progressive. 
  
Specific to the practices of Anonymous, dialectic organicism manifests in “epic” 
macrosecuritization and transmedia mirroring and collaboration. Epic macrosecuritization 
posits the necessity for a global resistance to information capitalization and surveillance. 
Dialectic organicism also describes procreative practices such as video mirroring or 
replication as well as “rhizomatic” collaborative and transmedia authorship. From Soviet 
filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein to Anonymous, dialectic organicism is a discourse that emerges 
in cultures of political media production that depend upon media technologies having 
liberatory capacities. These producers gather their values from technology; visualizing feature 
sets as political principles. This, I argue, is an ideological and thus obscuring move. 
  
Epic macrosecuritization and transmedia collaborative and mirroring processes reveal 
videologies, or video ideologies, the obfuscations faculties of dialectic organicism. The 
internet is neither organically “natural” (the organic/inorganic binary is faulty) nor 
progressively teleological. Evolutionary momentum only works through DNA containing 
subjects. Technologies influence but do not drive human evolution. In their heterarchies of 
self-worth, videological cultures need media technologies to be transformative and are thus 
insufficiently reflexive about their potentials. Videologies emerge when information activists 
propagate technological feature sets as organic and universal values absent the “lulz” of 
reflexivity. 
  
Not unlike videological subjects, critical media scholars also appropriate organicist 
metaphors, describing mediated cultures with terms borrowed from epidemiology, genetics, 
and entomology. To conclude, I consider an approach to critical media studies that avoids 
drawing from dialectic organicist metaphors but instead discusses mediated cultures in non-
representational and medium-specific terms. 
 
  



Photography against the Grain:  
Deconstructing the work of Allan Sekula 

John Francis, University of Birmingham 
 
 
I would like to give a position paper in the spirit of Jacques Derrida's "deconstruction" of 
technology as a beginning (1998). To experiment with this I would like to apply it to the 
following work by Allan Sekula (1951-2013): Fish Story (2002), a collection of photography 
and written text that focuses on global maritime industry; and his contributions to critical 
photography theory (1983; 1984; 1986). 
 
Presenting images and text from Fish Story I firstly want to discuss Sekula's documentation 
of how maritime industrial technologies are contributing to new forms of marginalisation, 
suffering, and ecological degradation. He argued that it is not the free flows of 
telecommunications but maritime industry – the “forgotten space” (2002) – that is at the 
forefront of unfolding ethical and political issues. However, I also want to propose that his 
work is interesting because of his critical photography practice, and that this suggests that 
technology can be appropriated for progressive means. I want to highlight how his vital 
contribution to documenting photography’s problematic relationship with capital, penal 
systems, and colonial and fascist eugenics did not stop him from calling for a Benjaminian 
critical practice of “photography against the grain” (1984). 
 
In conclusion I want affirm why I am inspired by Sekula's work but qualify it by calling for a 
deconstructive approach to technology, in the spirit of Jacques Derrida's writing on techne. I 
want to argue for deconstruction as experimentation. 
  



Observations on 3D Television:  
Force, Resistance, and Media Technology 

Nick Camfield, University of Nottingham 
 
 
In this paper I look at frictions caused by competing requirements as points of negotiation 
over technological change. In particular, I show how an industry will to diffuse 3D television, 
and pockets of resistance to its introduction, produced collisions that shaped the technology’s 
development and situation in the contemporary media landscape. Using a social constructivist 
method, I reveal how conflicting investments in 3D television, and resulting controversies 
and panics, prompted changes to the technology. In short, I situate 3D television as a socially 
negotiated artifact.  
 
3D television emerged as part of a large production cycle that crossed entertainment 
industries and technologies. The technology therefore represented hardware and software 
producers’ economic interests, while its rapid diffusion became essential to corporate profit 
imperatives. However, pockets of resistance among core target markets became obstacles to 
3D television’s diffusion. Anxieties about child safety and broader concerns about discomfort 
and convenience informed the emergence of a new 3D television format. This new format 
was marketed as the solution to these perceived problems. Meanwhile, “videophile” 
communities voiced objections about a 3D television aesthetic and aspects of technical 
performance. These objections were relayed to manufacturers and engineers, who in turn 
improved specific areas of performance to meet technophile demands. 
 
Overall, I demonstrate how 3D television was subject to manifold pressures during its year of 
launch. Resulting tensions, frictions, and collisions influenced 3D television’s development, 
while the technology itself came to represent a diversity of requirements.       
  



My kingdom for a horse:  
The new voice of stakeholder activism during the horsemeat scandal 

Paul Caulfield, University of Nottingham 
 
During the horsemeat scandal of 2013 over 1,000 newspaper articles were published by UK 
broadsheets on the unfolding revelations around contamination in meat processing. 
 
“Asda clears shelves of value burgers as horsemeat scandal knocks £300m off Tesco market 
value” (The Independent January 16, 2013). 
 
Whilst traditional media concentrated on calls for inspection and government regulation, a 
more direct form of stakeholder activism was unfolding on twitter. On March 1st alone, over 
35,000 tweets were made using the #Horsemeat with a following of over 143 million twitter 
users.  These tweets frequently involved use of manipulated montages or humorous imagery 
to act corporate practices and ridicule lack-luster business responses. 
 

 
 
Academic literature on stakeholder engagement has been slow to react to the changing 
landscape of citizen journalism and with the speed of which memes evolve in social media. 
Many of the traditional conceptual frames are entombed in legacy perspectives that objectify 
activism as an organizational practice enacted only by civil society organizations or consumer 
groups using boycotts and letter writing campaigns. Little is known about the emergent 
properties of social media activism that gathers power, urgency, and legitimacy through 
coalescence of many individuals around an idea, an image, or indeed a hash-tag. 
 
This discussion paper seeks to develop an understanding of these new forms of stakeholder 
activism, and the need to re-conceptualize thinking around the organization of protest and the 
power of individual voices in the social media age. Prompting conversation on the potential 
for cross-disciplinary approaches and new methods to empirically investigate such a 
phenomenon. 
 
  



Risk, trust and the biometric future:  
Aspirations toward and resistance to a  

biometric system of identification in Israel 
Michelle Spektor 

 
In 2009 Israel’s parliament passed the Biometric Database Law, which authorizes the 
government to create a digital database containing the index fingerprints and facial 
recognition data of all residents of Israel and issue “smart” biometric identity cards in place 
of the traditional national ID. In 2013, the law was implemented in the form of a two-year 
pilot program, through which residents can voluntarily obtain a biometric ID and be included 
in the database.  When the pilot period ends, the government will decide whether the program 
will become mandatory. Within the public debate on the program, proponents and opponents 
construct competing visions of Israel’s biometric future through discourses of trust and risk, 
expressed in advertisements, legal proceedings, parliamentary debates, blogs, and interviews. 
Proponents imagine a less risky future where securing identity through the body makes daily 
transactions and personal exchanges more convenient and safe.  Meanwhile, opponents 
imagine a future where the population is at greater risk of harm because of the government’s 
broadened surveillance powers and the perceived inevitability that the database will be 
breached by outside forces or abused by its keepers.  At the same time, the majority of 
resistance actors articulate that while they oppose the biometric database, they do not oppose 
biometric ID; unlike the database, the ID card is viewed as a trustworthy keeper of biometric 
information.  This paper examines these points of friction (the database) and non-friction (the 
biometric ID) in the debate on Israel’s biometrics program and the extent to which 
conceptions of risk and trust within the Israeli example inform notions of resistance to 
biometric systems of identification. 
  



Some views on hacking and  
resistance in the network society 

Vittorio Milone, Independent researcher on (bio)hacking and the maker movement 
 
Building on the notion of “hacking” in his original/historical sense of 'passionate tinkering 
with technology', I try to examine some theoretical conceptions of organised resistance such 
as McKenzie Wark's description of hackers as main opponents to the so called capitalist 
'vectorialists', who dominate contemporary society by controlling patents, copyrights and 
obscure (bio)technological platforms and Alexander Galloway's interpretation of hackers as 
'protocological actors' in a context where a Deleuzian/Foucaltian-like control is being 
inscribed into society itself and sociopolitical conflict is increasingly a clash of networks 
against networks. As a result, the notion of resistance becomes more of an ability of bringing 
the protocol into a state of hypertrophy, sculpting it according to one's own needs and desires 
from several different points. Galloway -and Eugene Thacker- would subsequently suggest 
the necessity of the emergence of an 'antiweb/asymmetrical' element in order to move beyond 
the 'status quo'.  In a second section, I also try to examine some critical standpoints on 
technology resisting its intended use, focusing on recent theoretical work by Luciana Parisi 
about the notion of 'incomputable'/randomness in processing algorithms, and also on 
Galloway's discussion of  the use of glitches, bugs and crashes by 'tactical media' as entities 
both inside and outside the intended use of technology, with a potential of 
resistance/liberation.   
  



Hacking in the University: Contesting the Valorisation of Academic Labour 
Joss Winn, University of Lincoln 

 
 
In this paper I will argue for a different way of understanding the emergence of hacker 
culture. In doing so, I will outline an account of the university as an institution that provided 
the material and subsequent intellectual conditions that early hackers were drawn to and in 
which they worked. 
 
I will argue that hacking was originally a form of academic labour that emerged out of the 
intensification and valorisation of scientific research within the institutional context of the 
university. The reproduction of hacking as a form of academic labour took place over many 
decades as academics and their institutions shifted from an ideal of unproductive, communal 
science to a more productive, entrepreneurial approach to the production of knowledge. As 
such, I view hacking as a peculiar, historically situated form of labour that arose out of 
frictions of the academy: vocation vs. profession; teaching vs. research; basic vs. applied 
research; research vs. development; private vs. public; war vs. peace; institutional autonomy 
vs. state dependence; scientific communalism vs. intellectual property. 
 
I am also in the middle of trying to develop a masters level research degree at Lincoln, 
provisionally titled: ‘The University as a Hackerspace, and could relate my experience and 
thoughts on this. 
 


